TIM REID’S A
 V RIDER
Over the last however many years, Tim’s given more than 1000 presentations to groups of all
sizes. During that time, he’s figured out what works and what doesn't. To get the most out of
working with Tim, he’s put together this list of requirements and suggestions. He asks that the
person responsible for the event actively confirm that you'll make these things happen.
AV Test
Tim is happy (in fact loves!) to do an AV check at least an hour prior to his scheduled time, and
preferably with no delegates / audience members in the room. He likes to keep hoss powder
dry!
Presentation Style
Tim is full of energy and fun. He wanders the stage, rarely stands behind the lectern and loves a
laugh, whilst imparting highly useful marketing stories and ideas. His slide decks contain
embedded audio and video.
Equipment Required
●

Tim requires his MacBook Pro on stage with him (he’ll bring a VGA adapter however it
has a HDMI port), placed on a plinth centre stage (not on the lectern - he doesn’t use a
lectern). This allows him access to interact with his computer).

●

Yep, he has embedded videos so will need connection to audio

●

His slide deck is 16:9

●

He’ll bring his own clicker (it’s a superstitious thing!)

●

For groups of 20 or more, Tim requires a microphone. He prefers a headset over wireless
lapel, as he tends to wander and gesticulate (but he can work with either) … just no
handhelds (except for audience Q&A)

●

And if he does a Q&A, then a roving mic or two hits the spot

●

Finally, a couple of bottles of non-chilled water on stage with him, in order to wet his
whistle is appreciated
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Screen Format
Please advise Tim at least one week ahead of his session if the screen format is not 16:9, as his
slides are.
Software Used
Tim uses Apple Keynote for all his presentations and is often not in a position to migrate them
across to PowerPoint prior to the conference or to adapt them to a general conference
template.
Room Lighting
Lights on enough so as Tim can easily see the faces of your wonderful delegates.
Q&A
Tim loves to do a Q&A from the stage after his keynote. Please have at least two handhelds at
the ready, so as one can be in use, and the second can be with the next person to ask a
question. This saves time and awkward silences.
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Emcee Introduction
If you’ve not already received it just email Tim and we’ll send it through … tim@timreid.com.au
Recording
Tim normally permits all of his presentations to be recorded. Please discuss with him directly
prior to the event
Arrival Time
Tim normally arrives no later than one-hour before his scheduled presentation. He will work with
you to set up and test his equipment during a break prior to his presentation.
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